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PMU marks the color pigments inhale into the needle by injecting 
them to skin by a back-and-forth motion

MTS helps medical supplies be absorbed to skin by irritating

3Introduction

Basic Operation

1.Place accessories well and connect to main body

Cord of hand piece connect to hand piece interface

(Operating like fig 3 and fig 4)

(Operating like fig 1 and fig 2)

Cord of adapter connect to power interface

Cord of pedal connect to pedal interface
(Operating like fig 5 and fig 6)

Fig 1 Fig 2

Fig 3 Fig 4

Fig 5 Fig 6



2.Plug DC charger to AC outlet 

4.Choose the mode on the menu. The icon will flash after 

   clicking the function key. 

Fig 7

6.Click              to start or pause the hand-piece.

    Or use pedal to control the hand-piece.

5.Click                        to select the speed level 

3.Click            to turn on the machine and it shows like Fig 7

   11 speed levels. Higher level, higher speed

4Basic Operation



Stationary mode

Operating mode

Automated intelligent hand piece

The pen will start working automatically when it leaves 
the placement area.

The pen will stop working automatically when it stays 
on the placement area. 
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Adjustment of needles depth

1.Take out needles cartridges from the sterilized package.

2.Pushing the needle cartridge horizontally into the round slot of pen.

3.Assemble the needles cartridges by clockwise rotation take apart the

   needles cartridges by counterclockwise rotation.

4.Adjustment of needle length should be done after turning on the machine.

Adjusting the depth of needle by turning the needles depth adjustment.

6How to install a cartridge

-Turn it clockwise, needle depth will be longer.

-Turn it counterclockwise, needle depth will be shorter



S5F5 F7 F9 S3 V9 V12

M9 M12 M24 M36 M42 Nano P18

M1 L1 R3-M R3-L F3R5 F4

7Needles head introduction



Host 1 pc

1 pcAdapter

1 pcHand piece

1.General maintenance

-Keep it with power off. Wipe its surface up with a dry cloth.

-Keep it away from direct sunlight or high temperature and humidity.

2.Routine inspection

-Make sure to inspect the device and adapter before use.

-When you use the device which has not been used for a long time, 

 make sure to check if it works properly with safety.

-Do not leave the measurement,  repair or alter of the device to 

  non-professional staff.

【Model name】: ARTMEX - V9

【 】: YesPatented product  

【 】:Purpose of Use  

【 】:100V~240VAdapter

【 】:2100gWeight

【 】:290mm*273mm*105mmSize

Permanent make-up 
& Micro-needle Therapy

Package list

8Specification

Maintenance

1 pcPedal
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